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Term „Mutation Breeding‟ was firstly used in 1944 by
Freisleben and Lein to explain the use of induction for
product development on plants and development of mutant
lines [5]. Classical breeding methods are still used effectively
for the development of new species and to obtain expected
superior features. Yet, use of current populations leads to a
contraction in genes. This situation heads breeders on to new
breeding technologies. Mutation breeding have been one of
the alternative method for breeders as it provides the chance
of obtaining some desired features that do not exist in the
nature or got lost during the evolution.

Abstract—The aim of the plant breeding is to change and
improve the genetic structure of plants to meet people requirements.
For many years, traditional breeding methods have lead to a genetic
bottle-neck in the genetic base of plants. Plant breeders have been
used new techniques like as genetic engineering and mutation
breeding to overcome the genetic bottle-neck problem. It was aimed
that characters which were lost during evolution or suppressed to
reveal with various breeding methods. Gene transfer is not been
made in the mutation breeding but chromosomes are broken or
genes are changed in the DNA structure. The occurrence of a natural
mutation takes years. Therefore, creating a mutation with physical
and chemical mutagens has been redounded to breeding studies.
Induction of mutations provides the possibility to produce on a
limited basis of desired genetic changes in germplasms. Gamma ray,
which is a physical mutagen, is a widely used method of having
diversity on many plant species and creating new variations. In the
compilation, different gamma ray practices on multifarious plant
species were studied.

II. MUTATION BREEDING METHODS AND ADVANTAGES OF
GAMMA RAY APPLICATION
Mutation breeding techniques are grouped as chemical,
physical and biological. The most used mutation breeding
technique is physical mutagens, which leads to breaks on
DNA double strand and have high energy radiation
applications such as ultra-violet (UV) light, gamma rays and
neutrons. The technique in which chemicals are used, causes
some DNA bases to substitute [6]. Thus, chemical agents such
as nitrous acid (a determining agent), intercalating agent
(causes deletions, reading frame shifts or random base
insertions) and alkylating agents (adding an ethyl group
which causes the modified base formation) are used. The
most used chemical among these is ethyl methane sulfonate
(EMS), which is an alkylating chemical that causes gene
mutation in high frequency and chromosome aberration in
low frequency [7, 2]. Consequently, tissue culture techniques
that causes somaclonal variations are used as biological
mutagens. Although mutant frequency obtained from
somaclonal variations are lower than classical mutagens, it is
considered as a useful method as it causes the formation of
mutant frequency in efficient highness and mutant
development in a different spectrum [6].
Mutation breeding practices are an alternative breeding
method against genetically modified organism (GMO‟s)
practices and classical breeding methods as it is safe and
easily affordable [8]. According to FAO and IAEA (2011)
data, there are at least 3212 mutant species. According to
FAO and IAEA (2012) data,maximum plant production is
done in Asia ( 60%). This rates are followed by Europe
(30%), North America (6%), Africa (2%) and Latin AmericaThe Caribbean (2%) [9]. Considering on production lines,
maximum mutant species are, cereals (48%), flowers (20%),
legumes and pulses (14%) and vegetables, forge, edible oil
plants and trees (3% portions) [10]. Ionized radiation method,
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I. MUTATION AND MUTATION BREEDING
UTATION is the process, in which genes are
permanently alternated under environmental conditions
while being transferred between generations [1]. As an
addition to these alternations in nature, developing science
also have provided a chance for mankind to create artificial
mutations by using multi techniques. Chemical or physical
factors that lead to mutation are called mutagens and living
creatures that have had permanent hereditary changes are
called mutants.
Mutations might occur in two ways; as alternations in
amount or structure of chromosomes (Genome Mutation)
and/or alterations on gene bases [1]. According to Van
Harten, history of plant mutation spans back to 300 BC and
the term mutation was used in 1901 for the very first time by
Hugo De Vries. Hugo De Vries, at the final of his studies,
reported that, heredity might be changed by another
mechanism that is different than recombination and
segregation [2]. However, the founder of mutation is
Hermann J. Muller, who is a Nobel prize winner researcher
[3,4].
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which was began to use in early 20th century, has a major role
in breeding practices for the development of plants with
superior features, more than 50 years [4]. Physical mutagens
means less risk than chemical mutagens as any practices are
not needed for cleaning the mutagens from the material [11],
as it is non-toxic, and does not need detoxification after the
practice [10].

potato by applying gamma rays. As reported by Jain (2010),
Gamma rays are used for the development biotic stresses,
abiotic stresses and plant features in plants that reproduced
from seeds; abiotic stresses and plant features in vegetatively
reproduced plants. Jain [8] also reported that gamma rays
could be used for many features of fruits (Table 1).
TABLE I
IMPROVED FEATURES IN SOME FRUITS BY GAMMA RAY APPLICATION
(DIRECTLY TAKEN FROM JAIN 2010).
Fruit
Mutant Trails
Apple
Early maturing, red fruit skin colour, compact tree, russetfree fruit skin, variegated leaf, dwarf
Apricot
Earliness
Banana
Earliness, bunch size, reduced height, Tolerance to
Fusarium oxysporu f sp. cubense (FOC) race 4, large fruit
size, putative mutants resistant to Black sigatoka disease
Citrus
Seedless, red colour fruit and juice, Xanthomonas citri
disease resistant, resistant to Tristeza virus
Japanese pear
Black spot disease resistance
Indian jujube
Fruit morphology, earliness
Loquat
Fruit size
Pineapple
Spineless, drought tolerant producing unmarketable fruits
Plum
Early flowering
Pomegranate
Dwarf
Papaya
Short, striated fruits, malformed top disease resistance,
split stem
Pear
Disease resistance
Peach
Disease resistance, fruit size and yield
Date palm
Bayoud disease resistance
Mulberry
Tetraploids and cytochimeras, high rooting ability
Guava
Seedless, low seeded fruits, cluster fruiting, segmented
fruits, cylindrical fruit shape
Jujube
Fruit shape, leaf shape and size variation
Strawberry
Thick and small leaf, light leaf colour, white flesh, and
long fruit; Phytophthora cactorum resistance

III. GAMMA RAY APPLICATION ON PLANTS
The most widely used physical mutagens are Gamma and
X-rays [12, 13]. Being easily used has an important role on
this applications spreading. New species have been obtained
in many species such as Coriander [14], tomato [15],
Anthurium [16] and mungbean [17] with gamma practices. It
is seen in the study held in Urd bean (Vigna muno L.) in 2010
that, gamma application under low rates have been more
effective, yet, mutant plants are only obtained as it is used
with sodium azide [18]. The use of radiation technique with
in vitro propagation over plants to outnumbered vegetatively
is an effective technique in terms of obtaining variation, quick
proliferation of mutants and obtaining disease-free mutants.
This combination have been successfully applied over date
palm, apple, potato, sweet potato and pineapple [19]. Gosal et
al [20], have applied 20 and 40 Gy gamma rays over potato
seedlings being seedled under in vitro conditions. Comparing
to second year data of species under field application, these
species under application have a higher resistance against late
blight as 72%. Over the same species, on which 40 Gy
gamma ray application is more effective, it is reported that,
40 Gy application has positively resulted through heat
tolerance studies. Khan et al [11], have applied gamma ray on
sugarcane calluses and reported that the 0.05 Kr gamma ray
had a positive effect on some features that directly effecting
yields and sugar content, such as plant height, cane thickness,
green leaves per plant and tillers amount. On another study
conducted on eggplant, chemical (Ethyl Methane Sulphonate
and Diethyl Sulphate) and physical mutagens‟ effectiveness
were compared over 5 eggplant species and it was determined
that gamma rays, which were used as physical mutagens were
more effective [21]. Turkish Atomic Energy Authority has
determined the optimum dose for some species of wheat,
barley, tobacco, safflower, cherries, rye, soybeans, canola,
lentils, peppers, chickpeas, garlic, grapes and ac. As an
addition , by doing gamma practices, they developed soy
beans with high rates of efficiency and fat, tobacco varieties
that resistant to blue mold disease, and chickpea lines that has
high protein rates and is resistant to Ascochyta blight'
[Ascochyta rabiei (Pass.) Labr.] [22, 23]. As an addition,
new development studies for many species such as peas,
wheat, barley, safflower, potato, melon, garlic, pepper, cherry
and grape, continues. Saleem et al [24], have applied 50 Gy
gamma ray on embryonic calluses of Basmati rice (Oryza
sativa L.) species. While non-mutated calluses did not
regenerate, mutated calluses‟ M2 generation was seen to have
resistance to salt and tolerance of these genotypes‟ have
increased to 6 d/Sm from 2 d/Sm. In a similar way, Yaycılı
and Alikamanoğlu [25] obtained plants from salt tolerated
http://dx.doi.org/10.15242/IICBE.C0715044

Malek et al [26] have developed two efficient and new
mustard species as a result of their 700 Gy gamma
application and mutation taken place through this practice.
Sutarto et al [27], with their 20 Gy and 40 Gy gamma
application, determined two mandarin and one pummelo
species to have potencial in terms of being seedless plants and
offered field practices over these species. Balloch et al [28],
developed a high yield rice species as a result of their 150 Gy
application. Another research group have developed a rice
species that has lodging resistance, late maturity cycle,
moderate resistance to blast, high yield potential, long grains
and very high cooking quality [29]. Javed et al [30], at the
end of their several dose application on Brassica campestris
L. species, obtained a genotype and examined it for 2 years
in terms of yield and yield-related features and reported that
they obtained a hopeful genotype. Kavithamani et al [31],
have developed two new soybean species that has high protein
and less fiber content, by using this method. Okamura et al
[32], have developed three new carnation varies as red, dark
pink and double colored by using ion mutation and they
reported that it is possible to reach a result by using this
method in a short term. As an addition, there are more
breeding studies of radiation applications on ornamental
plants such as rose [33], chrysanthemum [34, 35] and African
violets [36]. Majeed et al [37] have applied several doses
gamma ray applications on Lepidium sativum L. species and
32
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they determined the optimum dose. In The Institute of
Radiation Breeding in Japan, 146 mutant species that have
exposed to gamma ray application were recorded and
chrysanthemum has formed the majority (32) of these [38].
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IV. RESULT AND SUGGESTIONS
Gamma ray applications are used widely to develop new
species in plant breeding. Although researches are dense
among field plants, ornamental plants fruit and limited
vegetable studies also take place. As classical breeding
studies take too much time, it is obvious that, mutation
practices should spread among field plants and ornamental
plants, as well. As an addition, as gamma rays do not pose a
threat for humankind and environment and they are easily
resulted, thus there has been a strong consideration that this
application should be preferred.
Consequently;
The following reasons;
1. As being a supportive method for classical breeding
methods,
2. Being safe for human and environment
3. Unlike GMO‟s, not transferring any foreign, new genes
from outside,
4. Being available for several plant species
5. Not needing for after-application processes such as
detoxification
6. Being available for mutual use with other mutation
techniques and modern technologies such as in vitro
propagation, leads gamma applications to be preferred.
Future support will form an initiate for development of
plant species groups, especially groups that have been
worked on less, so far.
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